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ARE YOU WATCHING TIGER KING?

HEY ALL YOU COOL CATS AND KITTENS
But for those who don’t know:

Netflix describes this series as: "A zoo owner spirals out of control amid a cast of eccentric characters in this true murder-for-hire story from the underworld of big cat breeding."

Parents! This show has explicit language and content that would not be recommended for those 18 and under.
HOWEVER, NETFLIX ISN’T THE ONLY PLACE TO FIND BEAUTIFUL, BIG CATS.

The Museum cares for number of tigers, including:

Cyril Billiot
Tiger
1993
painted wood and straw
15 3/8 x 27 3/4 x 8 1/2 in.
Gift of Warren and Sylvia Lowe
1997.106

Chuckie Williams
Tiger
1993
paint on found object
16.5 x 12 x 3/4 in.
Gift of Warren and Sylvia Lowe
1998.028
Tigers are the largest cat species in the world, reaching up to 3.3 meters in length and weighing up to 670 pounds!

A Bengal tiger is the most common tiger.

Tigers live between 20-26 years in the wild.

Source: Earth Rangers, 2020
AND TIGER CRAFTS

WHAT YOU'LL NEED:

- Toilet paper rolls
  (we all know you have them)
- Scissors
- Glue or tape
- Construction paper
- Paint (optional)
- Pens/markers
- Heavy paper or cardboard
Measure the size of orange paper by placing your toilet paper roll on the paper. Mark the length.

Cut paper to size. Wrap paper around tube and attach with glue or tape.

I'M OUTSPoken, GOOD LOOKING, LOVE TO PARTY AND HAVE FUN.
– JOE EXOTIC
EARN YOUR STRIPES

Cut out long, thin stripes of black paper and glue to place, OR, draw your own stripes!

TIGER FACT:
Tiger bellies are often white or lighter orange and have no stripes! Try to only wrap the stripes across your tiger’s back!
ADD LEGS AND HEAD

Cut out tiger legs from heavy paper or cardboard.

Draw a head by tracing the circumference of the tube and adding detail.

Cut out a tail and whiskers too! Maybe even a crown! Attach pieces to tiger body with glue. PURRFECT.
NOW GO WILD

AND SHARE YOUR CRAFTS WITH US

#MMAEDU
#MMAEDUATHOME
#THEMUSEUMSCHOOLMMA
#MUSEUMFROMHOME